This Workbook is your Passport into the Great Beyond. Learn, Practice and Utilize techniques
that open your abilities and understanding of the Akashic Records, your Soul and the Masters.
Learn to connect with the Keepers of the Records, Angels and family members that also visit the
Records. You will learn and practice documenting your Akashic journeys and psychic impressions
as well as your dreams. Practicing the meditation techniques before entry into the Records will
you greatly remember and understand as you create a case study and inquiry into your Soul’s
Journey and Purpose. When we are dealing with the subtle, higher and very real dimensional
levels and paying attention to details. We open our senses and become more aware as our energy
via our senses and our Soul to visit the Records. We learn ways of opening a pathway to access
the Records and then come back with the information. This bridges the doorway between our
subconscious, conscious and super conscious minds. Have Fun with your colorful Journeys in
the Akashic Records as you continue to expand into Greater Understandings and Visions of Past,
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Bill Foss is a Visionary Artist & Spiritual Teacher guided
by Spirit through years of studying the Higher Mind, the
Akashic Records, Spiritual Paths from around the world,
Ancient Cultures, Healing and the Arts. Bill brings through
today his knowledge from the Akashic Records on the
how to access and use this Ancient Mystical System.
Where is it? Why does it exist? How can I use the Akashic
to achieve my greatest levels of Intuitive and psychic
power? Who was I in a past life? What other trades and
gifts can I access from these lifetimes? These questions
and much, much more will be answered for you as you
immerse yourself in a new world which you have been
part of since the beginnings of time. This book is a tool for
grasping the inner workings and ancient mysteries of the
Akashic Records. Learn to read the Records and bring
fuller Self knowing and Realization to yourself now.
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